Year 2 Home Learning- Half Term Activities
English
Some assignments have been set on Teams
and other tasks have been set of Purple
Mash. Please complete in this order.
Session 1: Monster Meals- Set on Purple
Mash
Session 2: Halloween Poem- Set on Purple
Mash
Session 3: Autumn scene- Set on teams.
Session 4: Halloween Text marking- Set on
teams.
Session 5- Write a spooky story- Set on
teams
GPS
Doodle English and Doodle Spell
You can access this using your Doodle
Maths login. We will set some extras on
here.
Autumn1 spellings
We have put a copy of the spellings that
you child has spelt correctly this half term
in their reading diaries. Please work on the
spellings that have not been ticked. This is
set as an assignment on teams.
Reading Comprehension
Serial Mash- Magic in the Moonlight
Chapter1-5 including quizzes.

Daily Reading
There is still an expectation that children
will read for at least 15- 20 minutes a day
and fill in their diaries. This is a great
opportunity to read some great books!

Dear Parents,
King Edwin Primary School are committed to ensuring
your child is still learning as much as possible and
endeavour to do our absolute best to keep this
happening. Here are some activities that can be
completed over half term. They are not statutory but
they will support our focus of helping the children
‘Catch up’.

We thank you for your continued support and cooperation.
Miss Marsh and Miss Hardy
lmarsh@kingedwin.notts.sch.uk
lhardy@kingedwin.notts.sch.uk

Science
Autumn weather- Set on Purple Mash
All about seasons- Set on Purple Mash
Creative
Carve a pumpkin
Create a British Landmark using old materials from
home – see Teams.
Homework
Children will have a greater opportunity to access the
homework bingo and complete some of SATs revision
materials.

Maths
Doodle Maths
Teachers will continue placing homework on
Doodle Maths, but keep continuing to use the
platform to consolidate Math’s knowledge and
understanding.
There is additional Math’s work set as
assignments on Teams. These do not need to
be completed in order.
Session 1: Know your Number Bonds
Session 2: Bonds to 100 (tens)
Session 3: Add and Subtract 10’s
Session 4: Tens and Ones – Place Value
Session 5: Ordering Objects and Numbers
RE/PSHE
Handwashing Poster- Create a poster including
some ‘top tips’ for handwashing for Harold the
Giraffe. This is set on Teams.
What are we thankful for? – Create a mind
map describing the things you are most
thankful for.

History
Black History Month project
Set on teams.

PE
PE with Joe Wicks or Cosmic Yoga- Set as
an assignment on Teams including links.

Please keep reading daily!!! Aim to receive the
next reading challenge certificate.

The homework bingo can be found on our class page
on the school website.

